Improving Student Reflective Thinking Skills by Using Flipbooks in Australian and Oceanian History Learning
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Abstract

Today’s Learning Demands Technological Transformation, However, The Practice Of Reflective Thinking Has Become One Of The Learning Traditions And Hallmarks Of Jesuit Education. Learning History Australia & Oceania Has Learning Outcomes, One Of Which Is Opening Up Insights Into New Cultures And Civilization Patterns Of Australian And Island Communities Around The Pacific. Not Only Exploring The Context But Also Being Able To Explore The Paradigm Of Reflective Thinking Of Students As An Analysis Of Solving The Nation’s Problems. Students Need To Train Themselves In Reflective Thinking Because It Is Important To Analyse The Context Of Australia’s Developmental Events, And Then How To Solve The Problems Of A Dynamic Societal Structure Fighting For Humanity And Well-Being. With Reflective Thinking Exercises In This Course, Students Will Be Accustomed To Analyzing And Synthesizing The Offers Of Solving The Problems Of Nations To Face The Challenges Of Life In This Century. One Of The Learning Tools Used To Explore Students’ Reflective Thinking Skills In Australian And Oceania History Lectures Is The Use Of Flipbooks. This Study Aims To Decipher: 1) The Dynamics Of Flipbook-Based Student Reflective Thinking In Australian And Oceania History Learning; 2) The Limitations And Advantages Of Implementing Flipbook-Based Student Reflective Thinking Dynamics In Australian And Oceania History Learning; 3) Evaluation Of Flipbook-Based Student Reflective Thinking Dynamics In Australian And Oceania History Learning. The Method Used Is Qualitative Research With A Case Study Approach. Data Collection Through Observation, Depth Interviews And Literature Studies. Meanwhile, The Benefit Of This Research Is To Explore The Dynamics Of Reflective Thinking Of Students In The Australian History & Oceania Course Based On Flipbook Facilities.
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INTRODUCTION

Education in Indonesia has entered the 21st century learning. Even competence 21st century learning has been adapted to the education system in Indonesia through the curriculum 2013 (Andrian & Rusman, 2019). The four commonly abbreviated 21st century learning competencies with the 4C, including critical thinking (critical thinking), collaboration (ability to work the same as well), communication (communication) and creativity (creativity). One of competencies that need to be instilled in students from an early age are critical thinking or abilities critical thinking. Critical thinking ability is the ability to identify and formulate a problem, which includes determining the point, finding similarities and differences, dig up relevant information and data (Winkel, 2007). Critical thinking skills include the knowledge to construct a series of interrelated critical questions as well as ability and willingness to ask and answer these questions in real-time the right one (Brownie & Keeley, 2015). Therefore, the ability to think critically relates too with the ability to think and ask someone. This can be done during the process science learning.

The aftereffects of exploration led by the program for global under study evaluation (PISA) in 2018 states that the degree of pursuing capacity of under study in Indonesia is positioned sixth from the base which is positioned 74 out of 80 nations on the planet with a typical score of 371 (OECD, 2019). For this situation, Indonesia is still extremely low regarding pursuing. A few creations to expand under study’s advantage in pursuing what the two guardians and educators do is acclimate under studies to pursuing with the kinds and different book designs (Balitbang, 2019). The requirement for development in learning is totally fundamental to confront the period of advanced progress or what can be known as the modern transformation 4.0 (Amanullah, 2020). Computerized learning plans to introduce new circumstances and climate in a decent educational experience for under studies and educators, on the grounds that customary learning is as of now not suitable to the circumstance advancing as of now.

Students should get picking up as per the requirements and capabilities they have by under study by changing learning techniques as per the times, the reasonableness of learning strategies with mechanical advancements will draw to under studies’ advantage in growing experience (Kemdikbud, 2020a). The Coronavirus pandemic hosts for sure caused all gatherings to feel troubles in all fields including training. A few endeavors have been made by the public authority to conquering issues in the field of training because of the coronavirus pandemic, one of which is distance schooling far. Clergyman of instruction and culture no. 24 of 2012 Article 1 portrays distance instruction which he proceeds is called PJJ is schooling in which under studies are isolated from teachers and learning utilizes different learning assets through data innovation, correspondence and different media. At the hour of distance schooling there is still a lot to be changed with regards to learning techniques, media learning and showing materials utilized. In the educational experience, books or modules become off-base a wellspring of data that under studies use to build their insight and inspiration to learn. Improvement of books and modules in electronic arrangement or known as digital books/E-modules as of now utilized as a substitute for regular books without lessening its job as a source data (Hartanti, 2013). One utilization of the product to make anticipated E-modules can give its own appeal is a Flipbook. Flipbook is programming that has a capability altering which is utilized to add hyperlinks, pictures, video and sound as supporting material and the expansion of sight and sound items on pages that can be flipped back like a unique book (Ilham, M., 2014). Flipbook expects to assist under studies with figuring out the material, further develop results under study learning, further develop inventive reasoning abilities and can increment mastering inspiration under studies (Hayati, 2015). With the goal that the utilization of computerized flipbook-based E-modules is a savvy arrangement introducing a fascinating, intelligent learning air and it under studies’ comprehension to help material. Flipbook-based advanced E-modules are on a fundamental level like manual showing materials (Yulaika et al., 2020). The computerized flipbook-based E-module depicts fundamental abilities (KD), markers (KI), materials, tasks and practice questions that are bundled all the more capably in electronic structure in A4 size structure.
Representation Which Contains Pictures, Hyperlinks And Sound As Supporting Material That Can Be Distributed As SWF HTML, PDF Distributed Through Website, Email, Whatsapp And So Forth One Material Which Is Reasonable For Use In E-Modules In View Of Computerized Flipbooks, In Particular The Development Of A Market Balance And Market Structure In The Economy That Incorporates Request, Supply, And Market Balance Costs Market.

Today The World Has Entered The Era Of The Industrial Revolution 4.0 Where Developments Technology And Information Happen So Fast. This Development Is Characterized By The Emergence Of Various Electronic-Based Activities Such As E-Commerce, E-Government, Emedicine, And E-Laboratory. The Benefits Obtained For Human Life With There Are Many Advances In This Technology. Originally To Meet The Needs Human Life Relies More On His Strength, But Now Most Of It Everything Is Available Digitally Starting From Buying And Selling Activities, Transportation, Services, To Payment Transactions.

Textbooks Are The Most Important Component In Learning. Availability Of Textbooks That Relevant Will Greatly Help The Learning Process Teaching In Schools. According To Priyanto (2012) Books Teaching Can Support The Realization Of The Student Program Centered Learning (SCL), Where The Learning Paradigm In Schools Directed More At Learners As A Subject Of Learning And Teacher Only Act As A Facilitator. Electronic School Book (BSE) Or E-Book Is One Of The Textbooks That Are Now Many Used In Various Schools In Indonesia. BSE The Copyright Has Been Purchased By The Ministry Of Education And Culture, Which Covering Textbooks Of Various Subjects Ranging From Basic To Advanced Levels In Form Digital And Printable. Some Of The Advantages Making BSE More Attractive To Teachers Than Books Conventional Teaching Methods, Among Others, BSE Is Easy To Obtain By Downloading On The Official Website Of The Ministry Of Education And Culture, Suitability Of The Content With The Curriculum, Do Not Know Expired, The Language Is Easy To Understand, And Has Passed The Test From The Assessment Of The National Standardization Agency Education (BSNP) As A Proper Textbook Used In Learning. However, When Used In Schools, BSE Still Has Its Weaknesses Should Be Perfected. BSE Packed In E-Book Form Has Yet To Have More Value Still Like Any Other Printed Book In Circulation. Supposedly, BSE Is Able To Display Interactive Simulations By Combining Text, Images, Audio, Video, And Animation, So Learning Can Take Place More Interesting And Pleasant.

Activities To Explore Context, Experience And Even Action Have Become A Habit In Learning At Sanata Dharma University. More Than Just Cultivating Habits, Reflective Thinking Activities Are Expected To Be A Support For Learning Australian And Oceania History. Some Subjects Can Be Explored More Deeply By Learners Regarding The Contextuality Of Learning. For Example On The Issue Of Exploration Of New Territories By The British, How An Area Unspoiled By Civilization Turns Into A New Colony. Judging From The Dynamics Of The Nation In The Archipelago From A Geopolitical Background, Whether The Same Pattern Can Be Carried Out By The Government And Society With The Exploration Of Local Culture And Wisdom (Clothing, Food, Boards) For Indonesian Society Today Equally As Was Done By The British Colonies In Exploring New Civilizations.

As An Analysis Of The Situation, The Findings Of The Student's Problem In Carrying Out The Australian And Oceania History Course Are Only Based On One Source, Namely Siboro's Essay. There Is Not Much That Can Study, Analyze From One Source To Another. Other Findings Such As Discussions, When There Are Questions About The Fate And Struggles Of Indigenous Peoples In The Development Of Australian History Are Difficult To Answer, As One Source Only Describes A British Centrist Point Of View. Actually, There Are Many Books And Journals That Can Be Studied Related To Each Topic Of Discussion. For Example, Ratih Harjono's Study Of The White Tribe Of Asia, Which Is Actually Quite Neutral In Describing The Australian Background With The Dynamics Of Society In The Colony At The Beginning.

Another Pattern That Needs To Be Trained In The Process Of Exploring Students' Reflective Thinking In Learning Australian And Oceania History Is To Build A Sense Of Nationalism And The Spirit Of The Nation. Australia's "Community Structure" Lecture Sub-Material Illustrates How Early Societies Fought For Colonies To Take Part In
Democratic Parties. Democracy In Practice In Several Countries, One Of Which Is Australia, Is Also An Offer For The Indonesian Nation To Build A Harmonious And Civilized Society. Democratic Processes In Some Parts Of The World Have Shown Resistance To Oppression, Injustice, Autocracy And Dictatorship. Thus, The Structure Of Society In Australia Can Be One Of The Learning Materials To Explore Student Reflective Thinking Activities With Structured Learning Patterns That Include Extracting Contexts, Facts, Procedures And Metacognition.

The Practice Of Reconstructing Experiences As Described Above Can Improve The Ability Of Students To Be Able To Decipher Situations Into The Elements Of Their Constituent Components. Knowledge Of Extrinsic Values Is Concerned With Space And Time, So That In Fact Society Cannot Avoid Experiences. Each Individual Must Be Able To Reconstruct Every Experience Into A Beneficial One (Amentembun, 1974, P 52). This Process Is Some Of The Stages Offered In Exploring The Ability To Think Reflectively. It Is Hoped That Students In The Australian History And Oceania Course Can Illustrate And Connect Events With Each Other To Offer Alternative Solutions To The Nation’s Problems.

Meanwhile, In Studying History, Special Techniques Are Needed Specifically Assist Students In Paying Attention To The Characteristics Of History As A Thing Procedures And Processes, Namely By Imagining Or Creating Images About History In Real Or Imitation. These Images Can Help Students To Remember The Material Discussed In History Lessons. In Reading Activities Generally A Person’s Ability To Remember And Understanding A Text Is Only 10%, While If The Text Equipped With A Picture Of The Ability To Remember And Understand A Person Increased To 30%, In Contrast To The Learning Media That Has Been Equipped With Audio, Graphics, Video Animation, And Digital Interactivity It’s Possible A Person’s Ability To Remember And Understand Learning Material Rises To 80-90%. Departing From These Facts It Is Necessary To Have An Innovation More Effective Learning Modules To Increase Interest And Learning Outcomes Student. In This Literature, The Author Aims To Develop E-Modules Based On Flipbook Maker Which Contains Material On Ancient Indonesian History. Electronic Modules Are Learning Aids Designed To Achieve Certain Competencies Which Contain Material, Methods, And Limitations Learning And How To Measure The Learning Outcomes That Are Arranged In A Structured Manner And Presented By Utilizing Communication And Technology Information In The Form Of Internet And Electronic Devices. The Advantages Of The Digital Module Among Them Are: 1) The Module Can Be Equipped With Background Music, Video, Animations, And Slide Shows That Enrich The Learning Experience; 2) The Module Can Be Studied Online And Offline Which Allows Easy Operation Done; 3) The Module Is Also Accompanied By A Navigation Link That Can Create Interactivity Between The User And The Program; 4) Besides That The Module Is Also Equipped With Learning Evaluation That Makes Users Know Their Learning Outcomes.

The E-Module Developed In This Study Is Based On Flipbook Maker, Namely One Of The Software That Can Change The Appearance Of Books Or Other Teaching Materials Into A Page-Turning Digital Book. This Program Is Designed For Convert Packaging Files From PDF, Powerpoint, Word, And Excel Formats To Like A Book So That It Produces A More Attractive Appearance And Can Be Read Published Digitally. Various Features Such As Zoom To Enlarge The View, Word Search, Bookmarks And Thumbnails Are Available In This Application. The Use Of This Flipbook Maker-Based E-Module Can Make Users Feel Like They Are Physically Open The Book Switching Between Pages Can Be Done With Touch And Open (Drag) The Page As A Finger Turning Over A The Pages Of The Book And The Pages Will Fold Like The Paper Is Being Bent. Besides By Dragging, Moving Pages Can Also Be Done By Using Available Navigation Buttons.

One Of The Very History Big Influence For The Indonesian Nation Is About Indonesian Independence, In Behind Indonesia’s Independence, A Lot Once The Matches For The Indonesian People Expel The Invaders, The Resistance Not Only National But Also A Lot Of Local, Wrong One Thing Is The Resistance That Is Done The People Of Banten Against Cruelty Invaders, And The Resistance Was Over Known As The “Rebellion”. Banten Farmer 1888 Or Geger Cilegon 1888”. Student Knowledge Of History Local Is Still Lacking, Because In Part Most Students Only Know History National, Rarely Know History Locally, Even Though There Are Many Struggles Local No Less

As A Means To Motivate Students In The Process Of Exploring Reflective Thinking Activities, Media Is Offered In The Form Of Flipbooks. These Media Are Available In Various Forms Of Bids Or Applications. Some Are Supported By Visual And Audiovisual Means. Students With Critical, Creative, And Innovative Power Can Elaborate Interestingly And Meaningfully The Results Of Their Analysis Or Reflective Thinking Activities Poured Through Flipbooks. Students Are Also Expected To Be Able To Produce Something New According To Their Perspective So That They Can Modify, Reconstruct, Design And Tell In The Form Of Interactive Narratives. Thus Reflective Thinking Activities Become A Habit And Commitment With Students Not Only In The Australian And Oceania History Courses, But Also In Their Life Experiences. Based On The Analysis Of The Situation Above, This Research Took The Research Topic, Namely Hone Flipbook-Based Students’ Reflective Thinking Skills In The Australian History & Oceania Course.
Students, And 3) Study Documents That Support The Course Of Research.

DISCUSSION

The Data That Has Been Obtained Then By The Researcher Triangulated The Data. Triangulation Techniques Are Performed To Check The Validity Of The Data. Validity Needs To Be Done Related To Trust In The Results Of The Study. The Results Of The Study Are Said To Be Valid If A Careful Examination Is Carried Out And Uses Appropriate Techniques. According To Sugiyono (2010) There Are Three Triangulations That Must Be Done, Namely 1) Source Triangulation: Checking Data From Various Sources. In This Study Observational Data Were Matched With Interviews And Documents; 2) Triangulation Technique: Checking Data To The Same Source With Different Techniques. In This Study, Interview Data Were Matched Between One Informant And Another; 3) Time Triangulation: Checking Data Between Vulnerable Different Times. In This Study, We Looked At The Observation Of Online Learning Between One Day And Another, As Well As The Results Of Interviews Between One Day And The Next.


DISCUSSION

REFLECTIVE THINKING SKILLS

The Implementation Of Historical Learning Based On Reflective Pedagogy Combined With Flipbook Learning Media To Produce Learning Activities That Are Situational And Not Monotonous, Certainly Produces Excellent Achievements (Purnama Et Al., 2022). Based On The Data Obtained, Students Are Not Only Able To Master The Learning Context But Can Also Find The Relevance Of The Context To The Meaning Of Life, So That History Learning Is Not Only Impressed By Rote Memorization But Also Able To Live Moral And Cultural Values (Melissa, 2017).

The Capital Available In Indonesian Ports Is Sufficient To Implement Industry 4.0. Preparing Human Resources Through Secondary And Higher Education Is The First Step In Developing National Capability In Maritime Education, Followed By Mastery And Application Of Marine Science And Technology. This Capability Can Be Realized By Increasing Research And Development Capacity And Providing Scholarships For Maritime Technical Schools. The Existence Of Belawan Port Will Have A Significant Impact On Aspects Of The Community’s Socioeconomic Life As A Result Of The Increasing Visibility Of Its Activities. The Advancement Of These Local Area Exercises Can’t Be Isolated From The Effect Of Port Exercises.

When Asked To Understand And Interpret The Context Of The Material For The First Time, Students Admit Confusion. This Is Evidenced By The Results Of A Questionnaire Conducted By Researchers Who Stated That 53.6% Of Students Expressed Difficulty In Taking Relevance And Interpreting Material With Life Values. Over Time, When This Activity Is Carried Out On An Ongoing Basis, Students Begin To Be Able To Understand And Find The Relevance Of The Material To Life Values Easily.

The Ability Of Students To Understand And Find The Relevance Of The Material To Life Values Is Also Supported By The Use Of Flipbook Learning Media. The Use Of Creative And Innovative Learning Media Provokes Student Enthusiasm In Finding Out The Material More Deeply.

Based On The Results Of Qualitative Research That Has Been Carried Out, It Was Found That 89.3% Of Students Agreed That
The Use Of Flipbook Learning Media Increased Their Learning Motivation For Australian And Oceania History Material.

Thus, Reflective Pedagogy-Based Learning Combined With Flipbook Learning Media, Produces Interactions And Positive Outcomes Between Educators And Learners, What Is Expected To Be Channeled Well.

LIMITATIONS AND ADVANTAGES


Learning History Of Australia And Oceania With A Blended Learning System Is Realized By Using Flipbook Media As A Means For Students To Understand The Material. The Use Of Flipbooks In Learning Australian And Oceania History Can Encourage Students To Increase Learning Creativity In Thinking And Imagining The Material Presented By Lecturers. The Increasing Creativity Of Learning In Thinking And Imagining Is Influenced By The Use Of Flipbooks Because The Material Is Presented Concisely And Interactively (Amanulah, 2020). The Features And Elements In The Flipbook Contain Images And Color Combinations That Make The Material In Powerpoint Slides Look More Attractive And Easy To Understand So That Students Don't Feel Bored In The Learning Process.


At Each Meeting, Reflection Activities Are Always Carried Out Before The Learning Is Completed. The Application Of The Reflective Pedagogy Paradigm In The Learning Process Of Australian History And Oceania Not Only Has An Impact On The Knowledge Or Understanding Of Teaching Materials, But In Reflection Activities, Students Are Able To Foster Personal Development And Character Building Efforts. In The Study Of History Of Australia And Oceania, There Are A Number Of Life Values That Give Positive Meaning To The Personal And Character Development Of Students. Value Becomes The Goal To Interpret Something Contained In Learning. Therefore, The Implementation Of The Reflective Pedagogy Approach (PPR) In Its Implementation Is Able To Encourage Mastery Of The Material And The Discovery Of Meanings That Are Useful For The Individual And Others (Suparno, 2015). Personal Development And Character Building Of Students Are Also Seen When Interpreting The Context Of Australian and Oceania History Material In Which There Are A Number Of Problems, Challenges, Responses That Ultimately Trigger A Historical Event. The Meaningfulness Of The History Material Obtained By Students Through The Application Of The Reflective Pedagogy Paradigm (PPR) Can Train Students To Learn To Make Decisions In Determining What Is Good And Bad, As Well As Make Students' Conscience Develop To Dive Into And Live Historical Experiences.

In Learning Australian History And Oceania, The Application Of The Reflective Pedagogy Paradigm Also Has Limitations, Which Are Related To The Lack Of Teaching Resources In Indonesian. The Sources Available On The Internet Are Mostly Foreign Languages So Students Need To First Translate The Material Into Indonesian. The Limited Source Of Books In Indonesian Makes It Difficult For Students To Understand The Teaching Material So That Students Have Difficulty Thinking Reflectively In Diving And Finding The Meaningfulness Or Values Contained In The Material. In Learning History Of Australia And Oceania, The Book Resources Used By Students Only Focus On The Australian History Book By Julius Siboro And The Reading Materials Provided By The Lecturer, So That
Students Are Less Able To Explore Knowledge And Other Historical Facts. Learning With A Blended Learning System Is Also One Of The Factors Limited To The Application Of The Reflective Pedagogy Paradigm Due To Constraints On The Internet Network And Data Quota For Students Who Take Part In Online Learning. Constraints On Signals And Networks Have An Impact On The Effectiveness Of The Application Of Learning With The Reflective Pedagogy Paradigm Approach And The Use Of Flipbooks As Interactive Media In Learning. Internet Network Interference Causes Students To Go In And Out Of Zoom Meetings, So That The Process Of Receiving Material Submitted By Lecturers Is Not Fully Accepted By Students.

**EVALUATION OF THE DYNAMICS OF REFLECTIVE THINKING**

During The Work Process, Students Can Explore The Results Of Reflective Thinking By Pouring Out What Is Felt Based On Experiences Generated From Both Literature Studies And Online Studies. Students Can Also Work On Assignments By Working In Groups With Their Peers To Exchange Their Thoughts And Arguments.

Both Of These Assignments Were Carried Out Online, Because They Were Still In A Pandemic Condition. Ideally, This Assignment Is Given One Week Of Work Time, This Is Done In The Hope That Students Can Do It Well And Optimally. Assignments Must Be Collected Through The LMS Page Online. The Results Of The Assignments That Have Been Completed By The Students Are Then Presented Concisely And Clearly Through The Zoom Meeting. Regarding The Use Of Online Meetings With Limited Time, Not All Students Can Present Them.

By Conducting Surveys (Making Observations) There Is Learning Feels More Lively And Effective When Done Offline. Where Students Can Share What Is In The Writing They Have Compiled. If Learning Is Online, Not All Students Can Share Their Writings. So The Other Students Are Only Limited To Collecting On The LMS Page With A Predetermined Limit. Judging From The Learning Outcomes That Have Been Achieved By Students, It Can Be Concluded That Offline Learning Is More Effective For Improving Student Learning Outcomes. Students Are Also Considered More Active When Learning Is Taking Place Offline Than Online.

**CONCLUSIONS**

From The Results Of A Study Entitled "Hone Flipbook Suggestion-Based Student Reflective Thinking Skills In The Australian History & Oceania Course" Succeeded In Producing Students Who Were Creative And Not Only Mastered Cognitive Aspects But Also Able To Interpret And Find The Relevance Of Context To The Meaning Of Life, So That Learning Activities Became More Meaningful. Australian And Oceania History Courses Feel More Active And Inspirational. The Application Of The Flipbook-Based Reflective Pedagogy Paradigm Has Succeeded In Increasing Student Interest In Learning.

Through Proper Planning, Execution And Evaluation In The Implementation Of An Interesting Flipbook Learning Media-Based Reflective Pedagogy Paradigm In The Australian History & Oceania Lecture. Thus, Students Experience An Increase In The Aspect Of Competence, Namely, Mastery Of Science In Accordance With Their Field In This Case History Education. Conscience Means Having A Conscience That Can Distinguish Between Good And Bad. As Well As Compassion, Namely, Sensitivity To Do Good For Others In Need, Have Concern For Others (Printina, 2020, P. 35). For The Academic Community And Observers Of History Education, The Results Of This Research Are Expected To Integrate Learning Activities With Research So That The Benefits Can Be Felt.
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